How our brains measure the passage of time is still largely open for debate. One behavioral task commonly used to study how durations are perceived is the Temporal Bisection Task, in which subjects categorize time durations as either "short" or "long." The duration equally likely to be categorized as short or long is known as the bisection point. It has been consistently demonstrated that for humans, the bisection point is near the arithmetic mean of the longest and shortest durations the subject was trained on. In contrast, for non-human subjects it has been consistently found near the geometric mean. This difference implies that humans may process or represent temporal durations differently than other species. Here we present a behavioral model that reconciles the differences by demonstrating that rats' performance on this task is driven not only by their noisy estimates of duration, but also by the temporally-discounted value of future rewards. The model correctly predicts shifts in the bisection point induced by unequal rewards and explains otherwise-paradoxical psychometric reversals documented three decades ago. Furthermore, as predicted by the model, we found that modifying the Temporal Bisection Task to eliminate the temporally-discounted reward component shifted the rats' bisection point from the geometric mean to the arithmetic mean, thus bringing the rat results into line with the human results. We therefore propose that humans and rats (and perhaps other non-human subjects as well) process temporal information similarly, and that the difference between them in the Temporal Bisection Task may be simply due to rats weighing temporal discounting of future rewards more strongly than humans.
Introduction
The neural mechanisms by which we perceive and measure the passage of time largely remain a mystery [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . For the past century researchers have developed behavioral paradigms to address questions such as: Is time in our brain represented linearly like distance, logarithmically like pitch, or qualitatively like color? [8] [9] [10] ; How does our emotional state affect the perceived passage of time? [11] [12] [13] ; How do we compare durations? [1, [14] [15] [16] ; and, Can memories of durations be influenced? [17] [18] [19] [20] ; just to name a few.
The Temporal Bisection Task is designed to address how one innately categorizes durations [14, 21] . A subject is first trained to discriminate two durations, called the long and short reference durations, after which a series of intermediate probe durations are introduced. The subject is then instructed, for each probe duration, to indicate which reference duration they estimate it is most similar to. Here feedback is only given for the reference durations so as to not influence the subject's categorization of the intermediate probe durations. The probe duration they report with equal probability as being most similar to "long" or "short" is referred to as the point of subjective equality, or bisection point. The position of this categorization boundary offers clues as to how time is represented and how durations are compared mentally [14, 16, 22, 23] .
Since its first application to humans almost two and a half decades ago [14, 24] , numerous groups have found that we tend to bisect near the arithmetic mean of the reference durations ( [14, [25] [26] [27] [28] , see [16] for review and explanation for why human subjects occasionally appear to bisect near the geometric mean). However, for almost four decades a range of non-human species have been trained on this task and consistently been found to bisect near the geometric mean of the reference durations [21, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . While this difference may seem trivial, it potentially means that non-human species may perceive or process temporal information differently from us. For example, humans may perceive time linearly, while animals may perceive time logarithmically [10] (although see [8, 9] for evidence arguing against the logarithmic hypothesis). Or animals may compare durations using ratios [22, 36, 37] while humans use differences [14, 16] . Such fundamental differences would call into question what we can learn about human time perception from studying non-human subjects.
Here we present a behavioral model capable of reconciling rat and human behavior on the Temporal Bisection Task. The model brings together two well-known temporal properties that have nevertheless usually been treated separately. First, noisy scalar timing in the estimate of when the reward will become available, which refers to the widespread observation that variability in the estimate of a temporal duration scales proportionately with the duration [1, 8, 14, 22, 36, [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . Second, temporal discounting of the value of a reward, which refers to the separate but also widespread observation that rewards that are distal in time are valued less than rewards that are proximal in time [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] . The model uses these two aspects as drivers of response behavior. The bisection point is then reinterpreted not as the point where the duration percept is equally similar to the two references, but instead as the point when the two motor response options, "short" and "long", have equal average value to the subject.
With this model we are able to demonstrate that behavior on a single duration estimation task, the Peak Interval Task, which does not involve classification of different durations, is nevertheless able to predict geometric bisection on the Temporal Bisection Task. The prediction suggests that geometric bisection may be strongly dependent on differential temporal discounting of reward for the two references. Consistent with the idea that reward value is an important force driving response behavior in timing tasks, the model makes successful quantitative predictions as to how the bisection point should shift if the rewards are unbalanced between the two response options. The model also offers a novel explanation for the decades-old and otherwise puzzling observation in non-human subjects, that as probe durations increase beyond the reference "long" duration, the fraction of "long" responses begins to decrease rather than continuing to increase [32, 33, 35] .
Our model suggests that in order to assess a rat's true perceptual bisection point, defined as the duration they perceive as equidistant between the two trained reference durations, we should modify the Temporal Bisection Task to eliminate temporally-discounted reward value as a driver of response behavior. We found that this modification caused rats to shift their bisection point from the geometric to the arithmetic mean, in line with human performance. This result, eliminating the difference in bisection points between human and non-human subjects, suggests that human and non-human subjects may process temporal information similarly, which in turn justifies investigation of the neural basis of time perception in non-human subjects as a means towards elucidation of neural mechanisms of human time perception. We suggest that the difference between humans and non-humans in bisection point in the traditional Temporal Bisection Task may simply be a matter of different strategies in their performance of the task, not a fundamental difference in their time perception mechanisms.
Results
In the Temporal Bisection Task, subjects are first trained to discriminate two reference durations: "short" and "long". Upon achieving discrimination at some high degree of accuracy, intermediate length probe durations are introduced. Human subjects are instructed to report which reference duration they estimate the current stimulus is most similar to. The bisection point is computed as the duration the subject is equally likely to classify as "long" or "short", and has traditionally been interpreted as the duration that the subject perceives as equidistant between the two reference durations [14, 21] .
Here we trained 10 rats on a modified version of the Temporal Bisection Task. Trials started by turning on an LED in the center port, in response to which trained rats poked into the center port, marking time t=0 ( Figure 1A ). This poke also initiated an auditory tone that terminated after either a short duration T short or after a long duration T long . If the tone was of duration T short , a poke after T short into the left port (which we called the "short" port) elicited a water drop reward and terminated the trial. In contrast, a poke into the right port (which we called the "long" port) elicited 8 seconds of white noise in place of the reward. If the tone was of duration T long , the contingencies were reversed. Any pokes before the end of the stimulus, on both "short" and "long" trials, had no effect but were monitored and are used in our analysis and model. Typical behavior on "long" trials was for rats to initially poke repeatedly into the "short" port, until time T short has elapsed; some time after T short they moved to the "long" port and poked there until T long ( Figure 1B,E) . We trained rats on four different (T short , T long ) pairs, in each pair keeping T long at ten times T short (i.e. Nose pokes during the long tone are monitored and analyzed. B) Analysis of "long" trials. Each line represents the fraction of trials in which a rat was at the "long" (right) nose port, as a function of time between T short and T long . The bisection point is defined here as the time when the subject is equally likely to be at the "short" or "long" port. C) Behavior model: The difference between a "net drive" function for each of the two response ports is used as the drift term in a drift-diffusion model (DDM). In this DDM, reaching the upper (or lower) boundary corresponds to a initiating a left (or right) poke. (i) Example net drive functions D short (t) and D long (t) associated with generating "short" and "long" responses in the left and right nose ports respectively. (ii) Single run of the DDM using the net drive functions in (i) with the left and right nose pokes produced. (iii) Fokker-Planck solution for the DDM showing how the full probability distribution over DDM values evolves over time. This is equivalent to an infinite number of runs of the DDM using the net drive functions in (i). (iv) Probability of producing a "short" (left) or "long" (right) response taken from DDM threshold crossing in (iii). D) In agreement with predictions of a DDM process, inter-poke intervals are well fit by a Wald distribution. The panels show histograms of the inter-poke intervals (IPIs) taken from three example individual experiments: rat K006 performing 1.57 v 15.7s, IPIs from a 2s window around T short ; rat K014 performing 0.78 v 7.8s, IPIs from a 2s window around the geometric mean; rat K008 performing 0.39 v 3.9s, IPIs from a 2s window around T long . Each panel shows the best fit Wald, exponential, and Gaussian functions. E) Left: Poke rasters across all trials from an individual rat performing the Temporal Bisection Task with reference durations T short = 0.39s and T long = 3.9s. Center: Full model produced poke rasters. Right: Reduced model produced poke rasters. F) Left: Comparison of rat (black) and model fit (color) average "short" (left) and "long" (right) response probability. Right: Comparison of rat and model fit psychometric curves, computed by interpolating the poke rasters in E , see methods. G) Percent of long trials on which various numbers of side switches are produced. NP: no pokes produced before T long . Note the logarithmic scale on the vertical axes. Error bars are S.E.M.
Instead of using a particular set of probe duration stimuli, as is classically done in this task [21] , we used an approach previously taken with pigeons [21, 29, 30] to measure the subject's response to intermediate duration stimuli. We simply monitored poking during the long stimulus trials. We assume that if a stimulus were to terminate at an intermediate duration, the rat's report for that stimulus would correspond to whichever port the rat was poking into at that time. Thus, at each point in the time interval T short <t<T long , we assess the fraction of trials in which the rat was in the "short" port and the fraction of trials the rat was in the "long" port, and take that as the fraction of "short" and "long" reports that the rat would have made for a stimulus of duration t (see Methods). As previously found with pigeons [21, 29, 30, 32] , this modified version of the Temporal Bisection Task replicated results from the standard version of the task, including a sigmoid response as a function of t ( Figure 1B ) and a bisection point at the geometric mean of T short and T long [21, 22, 29, 30, 32] . In addition, this approach offers us, on each trial, a continuous moment-by-moment response function throughout the interval T short <t<T long , rather than just a single response at a single duration.
We first sought to develop a unified modeling framework for describing real time moment-by-moment response behavior across a range of temporal processing tasks. Our modeling framework relies on three concepts. First, at any point in time, and for each relevant response, there is a number that represents the net subjective value, or incentive for the subject, to elicit that response. We refer to this function as the "net drive" (Figure 1C i) . Second, the net drive for a response acts as the input to a noisy decision process, instantiated as a drift diffusion model (DDM, [55] ). The DDM integrates the net drive function(s) D(t) and actual responses are initiated when the DDM exceeds a threshold ( Figure 1C ii, see [56, 57] for examples of using DDMs in value-based decision-making). The greater the net drive, the more likely and the more frequent the response; but the decision process itself is stochastic. Third, when the subject has a choice of two responses, but can only elicit one at a time, the drives for the two responses compete by moving the DDM towards opposite bounds ( Figure 1C ). Reaching a bound corresponds to initiating a response poke.
The DDM value V(t) evolves according to the following equation
where D short (t) represents the net drive for producing a "short" response, D long (t) is the net drive for producing a "long" response, δt is the time step size, σ is the diffusion noise constant, η is drawn from a normal distribution with zero mean and unit standard deviation, and h is a hysteresis parameter controlling the value V(t) is set to following a response.
One prediction of a DDM, given constant drift and Gaussian diffusive noise, is that the time to bound crossing is described by a Wald distribution [58] [59] [60] . In our data this is analogous to the inter-response interval (the time between nose pokes, IPI, inter-poke interval). Supporting our use of a DDM, histograms of the inter-poke intervals taken at fixed times (around T short , T long , or the geometric mean of T short and T long ) during repeated identical trials are better fit by a Wald distribution than either Gaussian or Exponential distributions (see Figure 1D for example IPI histograms taken from 3 different rats on the Temporal Bisection Task, overall across all rats and time periods tested within the trials a Wald distribution fits the data better than a Gaussian or an exponential, p<<0.01).
The form of the "net drive" function, D(t) in equation 1, itself directly influences the profile of response behavior. We began from the concept of temporally-discounted reward, which states that the value of a reward is inversely proportional to the delay to that reward [44, 45] , implying that future rewards are valued less than immediate rewards. Across a range of species, it has been demonstrated that future rewards are discounted following a hyperbolic function [44, 45, 47, 53, 54, 61] (Supp Figure 2C, see methods) . Therefore, as a reward approaches in time within a trial, its value should rise hyperbolically. The height to which the net drive function rises is proportional to the absolute magnitude of the reward, and the time at which the function peaks is given as the subject's noisy estimate of the reward time on that trial ( Figure 1C i) . Following the estimated time of a reward, response rates decrease [62] , therefore the net drive function should similarly decay. The form of the decay function used here was fit from data on the Peak Interval Task (Supp Figure 4 , see methods) where subjects only have to estimate a single duration. The net drive function we used was therefore given by the following.
Equation 2:
The model parameters are as follows: R is a scaling constant, X is the number of drops of reward offered if this is the correct response, k is the hyperbolic discounting constant, T rew is the subject's noisy estimate of the reward time (T short or T long ), t is the actual time within a trial, and f is a constant that controls the steepness of the decay following an omitted reward.
The modeling framework as described in Equations 1 and 2 is not specifically designed to solve any particular temporal processing task. It merely describes how the incentive value of producing a task-relevant response varies as a function of time, and produces those responses in a stochastic manner. The model parameters are fit to data by maximizing the likelihood of the model producing the experimentally-observed moment-by-moment response behavior. Below we will demonstrate how this model can not only fit response behavior on the Temporal Bisection Task, but also provide a novel insight as to the strategy non-human subjects may be using to solve the task. For a complete description of the model and examples of how it can fit moment-by-moment response behavior on two additional temporal processing tasks, the Delay Discounting Task and the Peak Interval Task, please see the supplemental text and Supplemental Figures 1-5 .
To apply the modeling framework to the Temporal Bisection Task we defined two net drive functions ( Figure 1C i) . D short (t) rises hyperbolically to the subject's noisy estimate of T short , decaying afterwards, and pulls the DDM towards the bound associated with making responses in the "short" nose port. D long (t) rises following a hyperbolic function with the same curvature as D short (t) but now peaking at the subject's noisy estimate of T long , decaying afterwards, and pulls the DDM in the opposite direction towards the bound associated with making responses in the "long" nose port ( Figure 1C ii).
Given a set of model parameters, we evolve the full probability distribution of the DDM ( Figure  1C iii) and compute the probability of the model producing a "short" or "long" response at each moment in time ( Figure 1C iv) . We fit the model parameters to data from each experiment independently, maximizing the likelihood of the model producing the moment-by-moment response behavior on "long" trials for each rat on each T short T long duration pair (see methods).
Based on the time estimation literature [1, 8, 14, 22, 36, [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] we know the subject's estimate of T short and T long will be subject to noise. Behavioral models typically account for this noise by describing the estimate of a duration as a distribution from which a unique value is pulled on each trial [14, 39] . Translating this back to the subject, the rat should therefore have a discrete and unique value for T short and T long on each trial and behave accordingly. For example, on trial 10 the subject's estimate of T short may be 2.5s and for T long may be 6s while on trial 11 they may be 1.7s and 5.1s respectively. Here we are fitting our model to the moment-by-moment trial-by-trial poking behavior ( Figure 1E ) rather than the summary choice statistics (did he earn the small or large reward) or the average response profile ( Figure 1F ). In order to determine the model parameters that maximize the likelihood of replicating the exact nose-poking pattern produced by the rats for each trial, we must know the value that was pulled for T short and T long on each trial. It is not enough to know that the estimate of T short follows a certain distribution with a specific mean and standard deviation, since the trials the model performs would not correspond to the trials the subject performs. Following the example above, the model by chance may pull a value of 4s for T short on trial 10 causing it to produce a different response pattern from the subject, leading to a poor fit, but not because the model is necessarily bad but because the stocasticity of the model and the rat are not in sync. Therefore, since the subject likely draws a discrete value from their noisy estimate for T short and T long on each trial, we found those values that maximize the log-likelihood of the model replicating the subject's response behavior (see Methods). In doing so we not only avoid making an assumption as to what type of distribution should describe the subject's estimate (Gaussian, log-normal, gamma...) but also can directly assess that distribution by simply plotting the histogram of the best fit values for T short and T long across trials. We found that the model estimates for T short and T long on each trial form distributions that, when scaled by the actual reward time, superimpose well on each other (Supp Figure 7 ) consistent with scalar timing [36, 41] .
By maximizing the likelihood of the model replicating the precise poking behavior produced by the subject in a moment-by-moment and trial-by-trial manner (at 20ms resolution for both the left and right nose ports, see Methods), rather than simply their final "choice", we are attempting to fit 100 data points per second per trial that the subject performs. Finding the best fit values for T short and T long on each trial therefore does not lead to over-fitting as the number of fit parameters per experiment is always orders of magnitude below the number of data points we are attempting to fit.
However, once we find the best-fit parameters for the model including the values for T short and T long on each trial (which we refer to as the "full" model) we then attempted to reduce the model parameters by describing the distribution of T short and T long as a 2-parameter log-Normal function:
where N is a normal distribution with μ mean and σ standard deviation.
While this "reduced" model is no longer in sync with the rat's performance on a trial-by-trial basis ( Figure 1E ) it is still able to capture the overall response behavior well ( Figure 1B ,F,G) with a substantially reduced set of free parameters. While the reduced model's psychometric curve ( Figure 1B ) is shifted slightly to the left (earlier in time) it on average produces a bisection point normalized by T long at 0.298 +/-0.022 (mean +/-standard error) which is not statistically different from the full model's normalized bisection point (0.301 +/-0.015, p=0.23), the rat's normalized bisection point (0.304 +/-0.014, p=0.36) or the normalized geometric mean of T short and T long 0.316 (p=0.40).
One example of a rat's response behavior, average response probability, and psychometric curve alongside the model fit is shown in Figure 1E ,F (see Supp Figure 6 for all individual rat data and model fits). The model not only does a good job of fitting the overall response behavior, psychometric curve, and more specifically bisection at the geometric mean across all rats ( Figure 1B ), but is also able to account for atypical response behavior that occurs on a minority of trials. While it is typical for a rat to display one "change of mind" on a "long" trial, switching from the "short" port to the "long" port on average around the geometric mean, occasionally rats produce many more side switches (3.0% of trials) or no side switches (13.3%), occasionally making no responses at all (0.06%, Figure 1G , see [30] for similar behavioral finding). Such behavior has previously been interpreted as a subject's inattention to the task at hand [63] , and occasionally excluded from analysis [64] . With this modeling framework, the stochastic component of the decision process allows such trials to exist and the model overall is able to fit the frequency of such atypical trials well ( Figure 1G ).
Our framework makes several predictions, each of which we discuss and confirm below. First, we reasoned that since geometric bisection in the Temporal Bisection task was successfully modeled as based on two competing but otherwise independent single-duration drives ( Figure  1 ), it follows that fitting the model to a single-duration estimation task would produce parameters that would themselves predict geometric bisection. Second, reward is an integral force driving behavior in the model; the model should therefore be able to quantitatively predict the behavioral effects of varying reward magnitudes. Third, the net drive in the model decays after the expected reward baiting time. This should allow the model to account for psychometric "reversals" at long probe times, i.e., the observation in the Temporal Bisection Task that as probe durations increase beyond the "long" reference duration, the fraction of "long" responses begins to decrease rather than continuing to increase. We now describe these in turn. The modeling framework quantitatively predicts shifts in the bisection point induced by unequal rewards at the "short" and "long" ports. (i) Schematic illustrating how the modeling framework predicts shifts in the bisection point following varying reward magnitude. Net drive functions D short (t) and D long (t) associated with T short and T long durations respectively are shown for 1x and 4x reward conditions. The inset highlights the shift in the intersection of the two net drive functions. Green circles indicate places around intersections referenced in the text. (ii) Mean bisection point as a function of the ratio of the rewards offered following T short and T long . The model was fit to the balanced reward condition only (green center point), and the resulting parameter values when run on the unbalanced reward conditions (red) are in good agreement with the rats' measured bisection points (black). C) The model predicts a non-monotonic psychometric function with a decrease in the fraction of "long" responses following T long . Average rat data (black) and model fit (green) shown for the period t<T long . Average model prediction (red) generated using the best fit model parameters for each individual experiment from the period t<=T long run on durations T long <t<=10xT long . Our rats do not show a significant psychometric reversal in the brief period before T short , a finding the model can be well fit to. Note the logarithmic scale of the horizontal axis ranging from 1/10 th T short to 10x T long . Error bars S.E.M. across individual experiments (each rat performing the task given a pair of reference durations constitutes an experiment).
We first asked whether parameters obtained from behavior on a single-duration estimation task could predict geometric bisection on a duration classification task. Others have also suggested that performance on the bisection task may be seen as a competition between two fixed interval schedules [65] . Here we sought to empirically test this prediction. We began by training rats on the Peak Interval Task [62] , a classic single-duration estimation task. In this task, rats start a trial by nose poking into the center port; this event marks time t=0. On the majority of trials (randomly chosen 85% of trials), a reward will be baited in the left nose port after a fixed duration. On the remaining 15% of trials no reward is baited and response behavior is monitored (Supp Figure 4) . In these 15% of trials, rats typically nose poke in the reward port with a frequency that increases before the baiting duration, and decreases thereafter. The time of peak nose poking frequency is traditionally taken to indicate the rats' estimate of the baiting duration. We analysed these reward-omitted trials by fitting our modeling framework to the rats' response behavior, using a single net drive function of the same form as described above. We found that the model can provide a good fit to the rats' moment-by-moment response behavior in this task (Supp Figures 4,5) . We then took the best-fitting model parameters values from the rats' behavior on the Peak Interval Task, and used those parameter values to run the model, now with competing drives so as to model the Temporal Bisection Task. We found that the predicted bisection point was indistinguishable from the geometric mean (see Figure 2A , mean T bisection /T long = 0.280 +/-0.040, p = 0.351 that T bisection /T long is significantly different from the geometric mean value 0.316; in our experiments we used T long = 10x T short ). Thus behavior on the Peak Interval Task, which involves no temporal classification, predicts geometric bisection on a duration classification task, Temporal Bisection.
Next we tested the model's predictions regarding reward sensitivity. According to our modeling framework, reward is an integral force driving response behavior, and varying the amount of reward offered following either the "short" or "long" reference duration on the Temporal Bisection Task produce quantitative shifts in the bisection point that are precisely predicted by the model. For example, if 4 drops of water were offered following a correct "short" response (X=4 in equation 2), the height of the net drive function associated with producing "short" responses, D short (t), would increase by an equivalent factor. This would delay when the net drive for both responses were equivalent, and thereby delay the bisection point ( Figure 2B i, intersection of cyan and red lines). Increasing the reward associated with a correct "long" response would have the opposite effect: a greater height of the net drive function associated with producing a "long" response, D long (t), would hasten when the net drive functions for both responses are equivalent ( Figure 2B i, intersection of blue and magenta lines), thereby hastening the bisection point. (Note that according to our modeling framework, the bisection point in the Temporal Bisection Task is related to the intersection of the D short (t) and D long (t) net drive functions described by equation 2, but this intersection point and the bisection point may not be identical, since bisection is calculated from poke rasters which are produced by passing the net drive functions through the DDM of equation 1.) To test this prediction we trained rats on the Temporal Bisection Task using a single T short T long pair (0.78 and 7.8s respectively) but varied the reward ratio across blocks of sessions offered between the two response options ("short" reward : "long" reward) across a 16-fold range (1:4, 1:2, 1:1, 2:1, 4:1, see methods). Reward amounts were kept fixed across sessions until all data for that reward pair was collected. Upon transition to a new reward amount performance had to reach 80% correct for an entire session before data collection began. Reward amounts were tested in random order for each rat. We fit the model parameters to performance on trials with the balanced reward condition only (1:1) and then used those parameters to run the model on the unbalanced reward conditions. The model not only accounted for the qualitative shift in the bisection point, delaying when a "short" response was rewarded more and hastening when a "long" response was rewarded more, but predicted the precise magnitude of the shift as well (Figure 2B ii).
Next we turned to an old, and largely unexplained observation [23] of "psychometric reversals" for probe durations longer than the "long" reference [32, 33, 35] . The data led authors of these studies to propose, as we do, that non-human subjects do not classify durations simply based on the traditionally assumed perceptual similarity strategy. Siegel [32] trained rats on a classic version of the Temporal Bisection Task but tested them with probe durations both within and beyond the range of T short <t<T long . If rats were classifying the probe durations according to which reference duration they perceived it as most similar to (the Similarity Rule [22] ), one would predict a monotonic psychometric function, meaning durations longer than T long would be as much or more likely to be classified as "long" than the T long duration, and durations shorter than T short would be classified as "short" as much or more than the T short duration. However, Siegel found that rats produced a non-monotonic psychometric function [32] , reducing the probability of reporting probes t>T long as most similar to T long . This finding was later and again recently replicated in pigeons [33, 35] .
We found that our modeling framework predicts such a psychometric reversal. The difference between the net drive functions D short (t) and D long (t) is maximal at the subject's estimate of the reference durations ( Figure 1C i) . The model is therefore maximally biased to produce "short" ("long") responses at its estimate of T short (T long ). After T long , the value of D short (t) and D long (t) rapidly approach one another. Therefore, the bias to produce a "long" response over "short" is reduced, resulting in a reversal for t > T long . However, because the hyperbolic rise of the net drive function before a reward is more gradual than the decay afterwards (equation 2), and because one can only probe a short range of durations prior to T short , our modeling framework predicts no significant reversal in the period t < T short . Findings of reversals prior to T short are inconsistent, but when found (see [32] experiment 2 and [35] type 2 trials) the magnitude of the reversal tends to be small. In the brief period between the start of the trial and T short , our rats do not produce a significant reversal in their response preference ( Figure 2C, black) , a finding that our model can be well fit to ( Figure 2C, green) . Using the best fit model parameters however, we predict a robust psychometric reversal for durations significantly greater than T long , with response preference slowly asymptoting towards chance ( Figure 2C, red) , consistent with previous experimental findings [32, 33, 35] .
To summarize what has been presented so far, we found that behavior in the Temporal Bisection Task was well described with two competing net drive functions that each had a form derived from considerations that do not involve duration classification: the net drives have a hyperbolic rise to the reward time (as prescribed by temporal reward discounting), and a decay following an omitted reward obtained from fits to a single-duration estimation task (the Peak Interval Task). With these net drives, the framework successfully accounted for geometric bisection and for moment-by-moment response behavior in the Temporal Bisection Task ( Figure  1) ; correctly predicted that parameters drawn from behavior on a single-duration estimation task would produce geometric bisection in Temporal Bisection Task ( Figure 2A) ; quantitatively predicted shifts in the bisection point produced by varying reward ratios ( Figure 2B) ; and explained why subjects display psychometric reversals for probe durations longer than the "long" reference duration ( Figure 2C ).
Taken together, the framework's success at characterizing the subjects' behavior suggests that our rats were not performing the Temporal Bisection Task as traditionally assumed (namely, basing their responses on a comparison of perceptual similarity of a probe to the long versus short references), but were instead producing behavior strongly influenced by temporally-evolving changes in the incentive value of different responses, as caused by temporal discounting of distal rewards.
With the goal of determining a bisection point driven largely by perceptual factors, we therefore sought modify the classic Temporal Bisection Task in a manner that would eliminate temporally-discounted reward value as a driver of response behavior. Stimuli are aligned to 1 of 3 times in the delay period: start, middle, or end. Reference durations T short (blue) and T long (red) account for 90% of trials and are consistently paired with a reward baited in the appropriate nose post. Intermediate length probe durations (gray) account for the remaining 10% of trials and rewards are randomly baited in either nose port. B) Hypothetical net drive functions D short (t) and D long (t) in both versions of the task. In the Delayed Reward Version both rewards are baited at the same delay leading to equivalent net drive functions that perfectly superimpose. C) Psychometric functions from combined data of 12 rats performing both versions of the Temporal Bisection Task outlined in A with reference durations T short = 1s and T long = 9s. D) Individual and mean bisection points for rats on both versions of the task with both 1 and 9s, or 100 and 900ms reference duration pairs. Gray lines connect data from individual rats. E) Normalized bisection points on the Delayed Reward Version of the task for both reference duration pairs for each of the 3 tone alignments analyzed separately. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals for individual rats and S.E.M. for combined data. For both D and E , green data point and error bar shows the mean and standard error across subjects.
We used two variants of the Temporal Bisection Task. The first, which we dubbed the "Immediate Reward" version, was essentially identical to classic versions of the task [21] , with rewards baited immediately following the termination of the stimulus (Figure 3A top) . In the second version, which we dubbed the "Delayed Reward" version, we simply baited rewards in the appropriate port following a fixed delay from the start of the trial, regardless of whether it was a "short" or "long" trial ( Figure 3A bottom; for T short =1s T long =9s, rewards were baited at T rew =10s and for T short =100ms T long =900ms, rewards were baited at T rew =1s). For direct comparison to the classic Temporal Bisection Task, in both variants we measured the bisection point by evaluating performance on intermediate duration probe trials (10% of trials, for which reward was randomly baited on either side port, see Methods). We could not use the same method for estimating the bisection point described above for Figure 1B because in the delayed reward version the stimulus start time was not constant. We trained 12 rats on both variants of the task, and used within-subject comparisons across the two variants.
As previously discussed, the Immediate Reward version of the task leads to a large temporal asymmetry between the net drive functions D short (t) and D long (t) associated with producing "short" and "long" responses ( Figure 3B left). Consistent with previous findings, for both trained duration pairs tested, which were T short = 1s : T long = 9s and T short = 100ms : T long = 900ms, the bisection point (2.96s +/-0.15s and 357ms +/-14ms respectively, mean +/-standard error cross subjects, Figure 3C ,D) was much closer to the geometric mean (3s and 300ms respectively) than the arithmetic mean (5s and 500ms respectively). In contrast, in the Delayed Reward version of the task, there is an equivalent value for T rew in equation 2 for both D short (t) and D long (t). The net drive functions cancel in equation 1, thus eliminating discounted reward value as a drive to produce one response over the other (Figure 3B right). To perform above chance, subjects must therefore rely on their estimate of the stimulus duration alone. To ensure that the rats were basing their performance on the duration of the tone rather than any other period within each trial, we varied when the stimulus could occur within the delay period. Stimuli could either begin at the start of the trial (immediately following the rat's center poke marking t=0), be centered in the delay period, or terminate at the end of the delay period ( Figure 3A bottom) . To control for any effect that moving between side ports during the delay period may have on the bisection point, for the 100ms vs. 900ms experiment the rats were required to fixate their nose in the center port during the delay period (1s). Despite the delayed reward, rats were able to distinguish the "short" and "long" reference durations equivalently between the two variants of the task (blue and red data points in Figure 3C ).
In contrast to the geometric bisection found when rewards were baited immediately following the termination of the stimulus, bisection on the Delayed Reward version of the Temporal Bisection Task was much closer to the arithmetic than geometric mean for both trained duration pairs (4.81s +/-0.11s for 1s vs. 9s where rats were free to move between ports during the delay period, and 499ms +/-17ms for 100ms vs. 900ms where rats were required to fixate in the center port during the entire delay period, Figure 3C,D) . All rats shifted their bisection point later in time for the delayed reward version of the task ( Figure 3D ). When analyzed independently, each of the three stimulus alignment times still yielded bisection closer to the arithmetic than geometric mean ( Figure 3E ). It should be noted that while the model presented above ( Figure  1 ,2) served as the motivation for how to modify the Temporal Bisection Task to uncover rats' true bisection point, this finding, that delaying the reward to a fixed time following the start of the trial, shifts rats' bisection to the arithmetic mean, stands independently of that model. In sum, when controlling for the effect of temporally discounted reward value, rat performance shifts significantly away from the geometric mean, indicating once again that discounting of rewards is a key driver of response behavior on the classic Temporal Bisection Task. Moreover, rat performance becomes consistent with human performance on the task, where bisection is typically found near the arithmetic mean [14] (see [16] for review).
Discussion
For over four decades, it has been repeatedly demonstrated that non-human subjects bisect at the geometric mean [21, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] while for over twenty five years it has been shown that humans tend to bisect near the arithmetic mean [14, [25] [26] [27] [28] (see [16] for review). This seemingly trivial discrepancy could imply profound differences in how humans and non-humans perceive or process temporal information. Here we have demonstrated, however, that this divergence in performance is most likely the result of each species employing different strategies when performing the task, not differences in the fundamentals of their temporal processing: when temporal discounting of rewards was removed as a differential driver of response behavior, the bisection point for rats shifted to being very close to the arithmetic mean, a result paralleling the results found with humans ( Figure 3 ).
We developed a modeling framework that describes subjects' behavior in temporal processing tasks. By combining a subject's temporally-discounted value of reward with their internal noisy estimate of time, our modeling framework offers a novel interpretation of non-human subject's strategy on temporal tasks. Performance on the Temporal Bisection Task has traditionally been conceived of as driven by the subject responding according to which of the "short" versus "long" trained reference durations they perceive the current stimulus duration is closest to. The bisection point (the duration at which subjects are equally likely to respond "short" or "long"), has therefore commonly been interpreted as the duration subjects find to be perceptually equidistant from the two reference durations (though [65] interpret the bisection point as the duration that is equally conditioned to both "short" and "long" responses). This common interpretation fails to explain a number of findings: Why does behavioral data on the Peak Interval Task, which does not involve duration classification, predict geometric bisection (Figure 2A) ?; Why does unbalancing the rewards shift the bisection point (Figure 2B) ?; and Why do non-human subjects show psychometric reversals beyond the long reference duration ( [32, 33, 35] , Figure 2C )? We propose instead that subjects are not explicitly categorizing durations, but rather producing the behavioral response that has the highest current value, following a function that must combine both their sense of time and temporally-discounted reward. The bisection point should therefore be reinterpreted as the duration when the value of the two response options is equivalent, something which can be predicted from a task involving only one response option and should be shifted by altering reward magnitude.
Work involving a range of species across multiple tasks has demonstrated that reward is one of the leading influences on performance during most behavioral tasks [44, 51, [66] [67] [68] . When rewards are terminated altogether, most animal subjects will quickly cease performing any task [69] . When rewards become unbalanced, subjects will favor choosing the option that gives them the larger reward [68, 70] . Despite it being such an influential variable, reward value is usually omitted from behavioral models for tasks not explicitly designed to probe it, e.g. discounting tasks or any task that requires the subject to learn about the magnitude of the reward, as researchers go to great lengths ensuring that rewards are both balanced (in multiple choice tasks) and are of a sufficient level to motivate performance without leading to overt satiation. However, temporal tasks, such as those described here, where the delay to rewards may be different, or where response performance is monitored during the course of the entire trial [71] , lead to rewards whose incentive values are inherently unbalanced, due to temporal discounting. As a reward becomes more imminent within a trial, the subjective value of that reward should rise. We therefore thought it only logical that a subject's response behavior should vary accordingly.
By simply delaying the reward until a fixed time following the start of each trial, we were able to eliminate the temporal asymmetries, and thereby remove the ability to use discounted reward value as a strategy to perform the Temporal Bisection Task. In doing so we revealed the true underlying duration categorization behavior of rats. Rats, just like humans, tend to partition durations around the arithmetic mean of two trained reference durations, implying that the neural mechanism by which we perceive and categorize time is likely to be conserved at least amongst mammals.
Despite its ability to account for moment-by-moment response behavior across three disparate temporal processing tasks (see supplemental text and supplemental figures 1-5 for fits to the Delay Discounting and Peak Interval Tasks), our modeling framework is obviously incomplete, as it makes no claim to how subjective time itself is measured [3, 5, 41, [72] [73] [74] , except that it should be proportional to real time [8] , or how durations are learned [1, 65, 75] , except that they should possess scalar noise [36] . Answers to these and many other questions will lead to a more complete understanding of how temporal information is processed in the brain. However, knowing that rats can categorize durations in a similar manner to humans makes findings from non-human subjects all the more relevant in understanding how we perceive the passage of time.
Methods
Rat housing and general training Male Long Evans rats were pair housed in Technoplast cages on a reversed dark/light cycle. Rats had free access to food but had restricted water access limited to 30 minutes per day (starting 30 minutes following the end of training) and what they could earn during training, as approved by Princeton University IACUC. Training duration ranged between 90 and 110 minutes per day and occurred at the same time each day, seven days per week. Behavioral chambers (Island Motion) consisted of a raised grated floor, three conical nose ports on one curved wall, and stereo speakers. Each nose port contained one LED that could be illuminated according to task or training requirements, an IR beam to detect nose pokes, and water tubes for reward delivery (only in the left and right ports). Water was fed via gravity from a reservoir. Reward volume was controlled by the valve open time. Each chamber was housed within a sound attenuation box (Coulbourn). Training was fully automated utilizing the Bcontrol System.
General Training
Training of all tasks began with the following stages designed to familiarize the rat with the training environment. 1) The first day rats learned that poking into the left port illuminated by an LED produced a drop of water 24μl. On the following day they learn the right port. 2) Rats learned to switch between poking in the left and right port within a session. 3) Rats must make a center poke to initiate the trial and then poke in whichever side port was illuminated.
The Modified Temporal Bisection Task
Training continued from general training: 1) Rats learned to associate the short duration (0.39, 0.78, 1.57, or 3.17s) with reward in the left port and the long duration (10x the short duration) with reward in the right port. The center LED cued that the trial was ready, and the rat must make a center poke to initiate the trial. An 11.3 kHz tone of either the short or long duration began 50ms following the start of the trial after which rewards were baited. The rat's response was taken as the first side poke following reward baiting. On any one trial only 1 reward was baited. Incorrect responses elicited 8s of white noise and no water reward. Trials were in blocks or 40 alternating between short duration left reward baiting and long duration right reward baiting. 2) Long and short duration trials come randomly. Once a rat can perform a minimum of 100 trails within a single session with performance on both short and long duration trials at or above 80% they began data collection. Full Task: 3) 150 long duration trials were collected. This was combined with the long duration trials from the last session in stage 2 for model fitting. 4) Repeated stages 1-3 for each of the other duration pairs. Rats progressed through the pairs in random order.
Immediate (classic) and Delayed Reward versions of the task
Training was the same as the modified Temporal Bisection Task outlined above for stages 1-2. Eight intermediate probe durations were introduced randomly on 10% of the trials, spaced linearly between the trained short and long reference durations. Rewards were baited randomly between the left and right port on probe duration trials. For the immediate reward version 60 trials of each of the 8 probe durations were collected from each rat. For the delayed reward version the tones were aligned to either the start, middle or end of the delay period and 40 trials of each of the 24 probe trial types (8 durations x 3 alignments) were collected from each rat. For the 100ms vs 900ms discrimination on the delayed reward version rats were required to keep their nose in the center port for 1s during which time the tone played (the center light remains illuminated until the rat is allowed to leave). Violation trials in which the rat leaves the center port for more than 100ms are excluded from analysis. A response in the nose port with the baited reward earns the rat 24μL of water while a response in the opposite port earns it no water and 8s of white noise. Any responses elicited before the reward is baited are ignored.
DDM fitting DDM simulations were run in MatLab. Parameter fitting was performed following a gradient ascent using MatLab's fmincon function for each experiment independently to maximize the log-likelihood of producing all the poke rasters within the experiment. 25 randomly seeded gradient ascents were run per experiment to fit the model's free parameters R, k, s, h, f, see equations 1 and 2). For this first run of the fitting the values of T rew in D short (t) and D long (t) were set to the actual reward times in the experiment T short and T long , respectively. The best fit parameter values were then held constant and the best fit values for T rew were found for each trial. The gradient ascent then iterated between fitting the model parameters and T rew until no further improvement in the log-likelihood was achieved.
Model Framework and the Center Nose Port
Each of the tasks presented here began when the rat self-initiated a nose poke into the center port. The nose in event was what was counted as t=0 for each of the trials, not the nose out event. We modeled the center poking just as we modeled the left and right poking behavior. At the start of each trial the model was assumed to be in the center nose port (as it must be to start a trial). The duration of that poke was taken randomly from the center poke events produced by the rat during that particular experiment. Following the completion of the center poke the DDM was set to 0 (regardless of the hysteresis parameter) and started running. No further center poke events were allowed by the model during a trial and any rare center pokes produced by the rat during the trial were ignored when calculating the log-likelihood.
Calculating bisection from the Modified Bisection Task
Poke rasters were produced from the poke in and poke out times with 20ms resolution. The inter-poke intervals were interpolated by the previous and subsequent pokes meeting at the arithmetic mean of the previous pokes out time and the subsequent pokes in time. IPIs that occurred at the end of a trial, i.e. they were not flanked by two pokes, were left as NaN, as were the center pokes initiating the trial. Left pokes were converted to 0 and right pokes were converted to 1. The mean was then taken across trials (excluding NaNs) to produce the psychometric function of "long" reports as a function of time.
Calculating bisection from the Classic Bisection Task A plot of the fraction of "long" responses as a function of stimulus duration t was fit with a four parameter logistic function
from which the bisection point (the duration that produced 50% "long" responses, F(t bisection ) = 0.5) was extracted.
L represents the lower bound, R the range between the lower and upper bound, b the bias, and s the slope of the function. 95% confidence on bisection was estimated by bootstrapping 10,000 times: sampled trial response pairs with replacement and then refit the logistic function and extracted the bisection point.
Supplemental Text
The model we present in the main text was conceived as a general framework translating a subject's sense of time and reward into task relevant actions. For time intervals spanning seconds to minutes, two largely separate bodies of research focus on delay discounting [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] and time estimation [1, 8, 14, 22, 36, [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . Delay discounting experiments assay subjects' choices given rewards delivered at different delays. Non-human subjects learn about these delays from experience over trials-they must make time estimates of the delays involved. Conversely, in time estimation experiments, subjects must estimate delays, after which rewards are delivered. According to the delay discounting literature, the value of these rewards will be strongly affected by the length of the delays.
Here we take a step towards merging these two lines of research (see [76, 77] , for other efforts in bridging these two literatures) by presenting a phenomenological and behavioral modeling framework that readily combines the core concepts of both literatures. The model incorporates reward value, discounting of future rewards, and noise in time estimation. Decisions about action are further assumed to have a stochastic component, which allows the fitting of moment-by-moment and trial-by-trial response behavior.
same modeling framework, with parameter values indicating that noise in time estimation and discounting are important in each. Since the framework can be thought of as a behavioral strategy, we propose that despite substantial differences in the definition of these tasks, a similar overall strategy may be used to perform them.
In order to capture the full dynamics of a subject's real-time response behavior, a model must be capable of replicating both the timing of response initiations and the duration of each response. In all of the experiments we performed, we found that the duration of time for which responses were elicited (in our case, duration of time over which rats' noses remained in the nose ports, once they had poked into them) did not depend strongly on time within a trial or any other experimental parameters (Supp Figure 1A) . In contrast, the rate at which responses were initiated did depend very strongly on experimental parameters (Supp Figure 1B) . Consequently, we focused our modeling efforts on the intervals between completing an actuator operation (withdrawal from a nose port) and initiating another response (start of next nose poke). The duration of nose pokes themselves were modeled by simply randomly drawing durations from the subject's own data, disregarding information about the trial or time elapsed during the trial. 
The Delay Discounting Task
We trained 12 rats in a modified version of the Delay Discounting Task [44, 54] . Each trial began with the onset of a light-emitting diode (LED) located in the center port ( Figure 1A ), indicating that a new trial was ready. Rats were trained to respond to this LED by poking their nose into the center port; this event marked time t=0 seconds (Supp Figure 2A) . Rats were then free to poke into any port they wished. Two types of pokes could terminate trials: (1) after a time T short , a poke into the left nose port (which we called the "soon" port) produced a small water reward, followed by a delay and trial termination; (2) after a time T long , a poke into the right nose port (which we called the "late" port) produced a large water reward, followed by a delay and trial termination. The rats were thus making a choice between receiving a small reward quickly at the "soon" port, or receiving a larger but more delayed reward at the "late" port. Post-reward delays were chosen so that the total trial length was the same for either choice (60 seconds). The small reward was always a single 24 μl drop of water, and T short was always kept fixed at 2 seconds. T long was adjusted after each trial until the rats chose the "soon" and the "late" ports with equal probability (see Methods, [54, 78] ).
Each rat was a subject in two separate experiments: in one the large reward was 2 drops of water, and in the other the large reward was 4 drops of water. Supp Figure 2B shows the stable values of T long found for all 12 rats in both experiments. As has been commonly found in delay discounting experiments, the larger the reward, the longer subjects are willing to wait for it [44, 53, 54, 61] . If X drops of water after time T long are valued equally to 1 drop of water after time T short , then the delay discounted value of a drop of water is said to have been reduced by a factor 1/X (the discounted value, DV, equation 4). We plot the relative delay discounted value as a function of T long in Supp Figure 2C . Again as commonly found in delay discounting experiments, the data are well fit by a hyperbolic function (r = 0.95) [44, 47, 53, 54, 61] iii: Fokker-Planck solution for the DDM showing full probability distribution of DDM values. iv: Response probability taken from threshold crossing in iii . E) Log-Likelihood of best fit Gaussian, Wald, and exponential distributions fit to IPI histograms taken from discrete 2s time periods across trials. Fits computed separately for each time window for each rat. * for p<0.05 F) Mean left ("soon") and right ("late") response probability for the 1v2 and 1v4 drop experiments averaged across all rats (black) and model fits (color). G) Histogram of T rew parameter used to fit individual trials combined across all rats separated by experimental condition. T rew is normalized by the actual reward time in the experiment. H) Percent of trials on which various number of side switches were made. NP: no pokes elicited before both rewards are baited. Note the logarithmic scale on the vertical axes. Error bars S.E.M.
Equation 4:
Equation 4 is written such that the relative discounted value DV for X drops at T long seconds equals 1 and is equivalent to 1 drop at T short = 2 seconds. The parameter k, which we fit separately for each rat, is known as the discounting constant.
As described in equation 4 and in the delay discounting literature, the larger the delay between the current time and the time of a future reward, the less that reward is valued. Logically then, as a reward approaches in time within a trial its subjective value should rise following the same hyperbolic function. We thus rephrase equation 4 as the statement that at time t, the net drive D(t) for X drops of water that will become available at time T rew , and will then remain available until harvested, is equal to
where R is a scaling constant. For the period t <= T rew equation 5 is identical to equation 2 presented in the main text. However, because both rewards remain available in this task until one is earned, the net drive does not decay following T rew but rather remains constant.
Based on the time estimation literature [1, 8, 14, 22, 36, [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] we know the subject's estimate of T short and T long will be subject to noise. Behavioral models typically account for this noise by describing the estimate of a duration as a distribution from which a unique value is pulled on each trial [14, 39] . Translating this back to the subject, the rat should therefore have a discrete and unique value for T short and T long on each trial and behave accordingly. For example, on trial 10 the subject's estimate of T short may be 2.5s and for T long may be 6s while on trial 11 they may be 1.7s and 5.1s respectively. Here we are fitting our model to the moment-by-moment trial-by-trial poking behavior (Supp Figure 3) rather than the summary choice statistics (did he earn the small or large reward) or the average response profile (response probability Supp Figure 2F or mean response rate). In order to determine the model parameters that maximize the likelihood of replicating the exact nose-poking pattern produced by the rats for each trial, we must know the value that was pulled for T short and T long on each trial. It is not enough to know that the estimate of T short follows a certain distribution with a specific mean and standard deviation, since the trials the model performs would not correspond to the trials the subject performs. Following the example above, the model by chance may pull a value of 4s for T short on trial 10 causing it to produce a different response pattern from the subject, leading to a poor fit, but not because the model is necessarily bad but because the stocasticity of the model and the rat are not in sync. Therefore, since the subject likely draws a discrete value from their noisy estimate for T short and T long on each trial, we found those values that maximize the log-likelihood of the model replicating the subject's response behavior (see Methods). In doing so we not only avoid making an assumption as to what type of distribution should describe the subject's estimate (Gaussian, log-normal, gamma...) but also can directly assess that distribution by simply plotting the histogram of the best fit values for T short and T long across trials (Supp Figure  2G) . By maximizing the likelihood of the model replicating the precise poking behavior produced by the subject in a moment-by-moment and trial-by-trial manner (at 20ms resolution for both the left and right nose ports, see Methods), rather than simply their final "choice", we are attempting to fit 100 data points per second per trial that the subject performs. Finding the best fit values for T short and T long on each trial therefore does not lead to over-fitting as the number of fit parameters per experiment is always orders of magnitude below the number of data points we are attempting to fit. On average the delay between the start of the trial and delivery of a reward is 5.85s. There are therefore~290 data points per fit parameter for the Delay Discounting Task.
Here we used the trial-by-trial estimate of T short as T rew and set X=1 in equation 5, and used the resulting expression as the net drive function D soon (t) for poking into the "soon" port in equation 1. Similarly, we used the trial-by-trial estimate of T long as T rew and set X=2 or X=4 in equation 5, according to the size of the large reward in each experiment, and used the resulting expression as the net drive function D late (t) for poking into the "late" port. Supp Figure 2D illustrates the behavior of the resulting model. In this hypothetical example trial the model produces a single left poke prior to either reward being baited and therefore does not terminate the trial. Later in the trial the net drive for the "late" port dominates driving the model to switch sides and produce right pokes. Supporting our use of a DDM, histograms of the inter-poke intervals taken at fixed times across trials are better fit by a Wald distribution than either Gaussian or Exponential distributions (Supp Figure 2E) .
Poke rasters for each rat performing 300 trials of the 1 vs. 2 drop experiment are shown in Supp Figure 3A and the 1 vs. 4 drop experiment in Supp Figure 3B alongside the output of the model fit to this data (1v2 experiment mean r 2 = 0.93, 1v4 experiment mean r 2 = 0.95) with all pokes following the earning of a reward omitted (not used in the fitting). The fraction of trials in which a port is occupied at any given time is obtained by averaging the left and right pokes independently, and serves as a convenient means for comparing the rat and model's response behavior. Supp Figure 2F shows the response probability averaged across all 12 rats for each of the two experiments along with the average model fits. Here k in the model (Equation 5) is not a fit parameter but rather calculated from each rat's choice behavior (Supp Figure 2B,C) .
Traditionally, time estimation errors have not been considered in Delay Discounting Tasks. Here, however, T short and T long were best fit by broad distributions (Supp Figure  2G) , suggesting that such errors play a significant role in determining behavior. In addition, the model fits detailed characteristics of the poking, including the frequency of switching sides. At the start of most trials both the rats and the model choose either the "soon" or "late" port, making repeated nose pokes there until a reward is earned (88.6% of trials for the model, 87.1% for the rats, Supp Figure 2H ). However, on a small subset of trials (2.0% for the model, 2.9% for the rats) both the rats and the model produce no pokes at all (NP) before the late reward is baited. On a larger percent of trials (9.1% for the model, 9.5% for the rats), both the rats and the model make a single side switch before a reward is earned. Both the rats and model occasionally make 2 side switches (0.2% for the model, 0.4% for the rats), however, neither switch sides more than twice in the same trial (Supp Figure 2H ).
To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to model moment-by-moment trial-by-trial response behavior in a delay discounting task. 
The Peak Interval Task
To test whether the form of drive that we used to fit Delay Discounting data (equation 5) could also be used in a different, unrelated task, we trained rats in an often-used temporal processing task, the Peak Interval Task [38, 39, 62, [79] [80] [81] [82] . As with the Delay Discounting Task, each trial in our Peak Interval Task began with the onset of an LED located in a center port, indicating to the animal that it could start a new trial (Supp Figure 4A) . Trained rats responded to this by poking their noses into the center port, which turned the LED off; this event marked time t=0 seconds. Rats were then free to poke into any port they wished. On rewarded trials (a randomly chosen 85% of trials), the first poke after a time T rew into the left nose port resulted in a 24μl drop of water. After 4x T rew seconds had elapsed, a new trial began, indicated by turning the center LED on again.
Supp Figure 4
The Peak Interval Task. A) i: Task structure. ii: Hyperbolic net drive function for the left nose port following equation 7 for the pre-reward and post-reward period. iii: Single run of the DDM with the left nose pokes produced. iv: Fokker-Planck solution for the DDM showing full probability distribution of DDM values. v: Response probability taken from threshold crossing in iv . B) Mean response probability as a function of time from the reward either before (blue) or after (red) the reward time (on unrewarded trials). C) Log-Likelihood of best fit Gaussian, Wald, and exponential distributions fit to IPI histograms taken from discrete 2s time periods across trials. Fits computed separately for each time window for each rat. * for p<0.05 D) Mean rat (black) and model (blue) response probability as a function of time for the 3 reward conditions tested (5s, 10s, and 20s) on non-rewarded trials. E) Analyzing the period 0<t<2x T rew on unrewarded trials, percent of trials that contain no pokes (NP), pokes only before T rew (Before Only), pokes before and after T rew (Both), and pokes only after T rew (After Only). F) Histogram of the T rew parameter used to fit individual trials combined across rats separated by experimental condition. T rew is normalized by the actual reward time in the experiment. Error bars S.E.M.
As is typically observed in Peak Interval Tasks [38, 39, 62, [79] [80] [81] [82] the response rate (here, nose poking), increased as T rew approached (Supp Figure 4B) . On the main trials of interest, which are the randomly-chosen 15% of trials in which the reward was omitted, the response rate peaked around T rew , and then gradually decayed afterward (Supp Figure 4B,D) . The peak near time t≅T rew indicates that subjects can estimate the time in the trial relative to T rew , and must therefore have some internal memory of T rew [62] . The width of the peak around T rew is usually taken as indicative of the subject's error in their estimate of T rew [38, 80, 82] . As previously observed, both in Peak Interval and many other timing tasks, this width scales approximately linearly with T rew (Supp Figure 4D,F) . This is referred to as scalar timing [63, 80] . Following the Peak Interval literature, we focused our analysis on unrewarded trials. Note that unlike the Delay Discounting Task--in which once reward becomes available, it remains available until harvested or the trial ends--after time T rew the absence of a reward indicates that this may be an unrewarded trial, and the reward will never become available. Below, this difference with respect to Delay Discounting will be reflected in a modification to the model's net drive function for times t>T rew .
As a reward approaches in time within a trial its subjective value should rise following the same hyperbolic discounting function discussed above for the Delay Discounting Task. We therefore used the same modeling framework to fit the Peak Interval Task data. We first used equation 5 for t<=T rew and fit the model to the individual poke rasters within the interval 0<t<=T rew . On average, the model using equation 5 for t<=T rew is able to fit the rat behavior well in this time period (Supp Figure 4D, t<=T rew ) . Then, to find an appropriate net drive function for t>T rew on unrewarded trials, we examined the rate of poking after T rew . Supp Figure 4B shows a comparison of response probability before vs. after T rew on unrewarded trials. Overall, the response rate falls following T rew , and does so at a greater rate than it rises before T rew (p<0.01).
Two possible empirical modifications to equation 5 that would produce the asymmetry of Supp Figure 4B are shown below. First, in equation 6 we consider the possibility of a different discounting constant k' for t>T rew :
Second, in equation 7 we use the same discounting constant k for t<=T rew and for t>T rew , but we add an exponential term in the denominator for t>T rew .
Equation 7:
The greater the value of f the more rapidly the net drive function falls off following T rew . Note that equations 6 and 7 have the same number of free parameters, and X in these experiments is fixed at 1.
We found that, on average, equation 7 fit the rat response behavior better than equation 6 (p<0.01). Equation 7 also fit the data better than a Gaussian function (p<0.01), which would be symmetric around T rew , and better than the case where net-drive immediately falls to zero following T rew (p<0.01).
Supp Figure 5
Individual rat performance and model fits for the Peak Interval Task. A) Left column: Response probability as a function of time for the rat (black) and model (blue) on the 5s experiment. Center column: Individual rat poke rasters. Right column: Poke rasters produced by the model fit to the individual rat's data. B) Same as A for the 10s experiment. C) Same as A for the 20s experiment.
Supp Figure 4A demonstrates how the model framework would behave given a net drive function following equation 7. Supp Figures 4D,E and Supp Figure 5 show that it can fit both mean behavior and moment-by-moment trial-by-trial response behavior well, respectively. As we have shown for the Delay Discounting and Temporal Bisection Tasks, again supporting our use of a DDM, histograms of the inter-poke intervals taken at fixed times during repeated identical trials are better fit by a Wald distribution than either Gaussian or Exponential distributions (Supp Figure 4C) . In Supp Figure 4F we plot the histograms of the trial-by-trial estimates of T rew (see explanation in the Delay Discounting Task section for why T rew is fit in this manner), normalized by the actual reward time. The distributions resemble Gaussians but also possess a very long tail in the positive direction. In addition, the distributions are all shifted to have medians greater than the time when the reward is actually baited (medians relative to T rew are 1.54, 1.62, and 1.78 for the T rew =5, 10, and 20s experiments respectively). This makes sense as the rat must poke after the reward is baited to earn it. Finally, the distributions appear very similar for the three experiments, consistent with the scalar timing literature [63, 80] .
In this task, rats will produce nose pokes into the rewarded port on most individual trials both before and after T rew . However, on a small fraction of trials rats omit responses by either not poking around T rew (period 0<t<2T rew , "NP"), poking before T rew but not after T rew (no pokes within T rew <t<2T rew , "Before Only"), or poking only after T rew ("After Only"). Once again, the model is able to capture these anomalous behaviors (Supp Figure 4E ) not as a failure of attention or engagement in the task but rather as a consequence of the stochastic decision making process and the noise in the estimate of T rew .
Supp Figure 6
Individual rat performance and model fits for the Temporal Bisection Task. A) Left column: Response probability as a function of time for the rat (black) and model (color) for duration pair 1 (T short = 0.39, T long = 3.9s).
Center column: Individual rat poke rasters. Right column: Poke rasters produced by the model fit to the individual rat's data. B) Same as A for duration pair 2 (T short = 0.78, T long = 7.8s). C) Same as A for duration pair 3 (T short = 1.57, T long = 15.7s). D) Same as A for duration pair 4 (T short = 3.14, T long = 31.4s). Data was not collected from 3 rats for technical reasons. An LED illuminated the side port with the baited reward. Trial length was kept fixed at 60s. Full Task: 2) Trials come in blocks of 5: only left baited, only right baited, then 3 trials where both were baited following their respective delays. Side LEDs turned on following start of the trial for the side(s) that were baited during that trial. Rats were free to switch sides until a reward was earned. Large reward delay (LRD) began at 2s (equivalent to the small reward delay) and was then adjusted based on the rat's choice on the previous trial (LRD x 1.01 following a large reward choice, LRD / 1.01 following a small reward choice). 500 free choice trials were then collected and the model was fit to the last 300, which gave the large reward delay enough time to reach a steady state. 3-4) Same as 1 and 2 but with 4 drops baited on the right.
The Peak Interval Task
In this task the center LED was illuminated when trial was ready, a center poke turned the center LED off and turned on the left LED marking time t=0s. Training continued from general training: 1) 200 trials performed with trial length 10s and reward baited immediately. 2) 300 trials performed with trial length 20s and rewards baited after 5s. Full Task: 3) 15% of trials introduced with no reward baited. Data collected from 200 non-rewarded trials. 4-5) same as 2-3 but with trial length 40s and rewards baited at 10s. 6-7) Same as 2-3 but with trial length 80s and rewards baited at 20s.
Fitting k for Delay Discounting data k from equation 4 in Supp Figure 2C was fit for individual rats with a gradient ascent. The median value of k across rats was used as the fit for the average rat data. For the Delay Discounting experiments k was not fit as a free parameter in equation 5 in the model but kept fixed as the value calculated from their behavior (Supp Figure 2C) according to equation 4.
